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Abstract – The use of classical robust watermark-
ing techniques for multiple re-watermarking is
discussed. In particular we focus on a compar-
ison of the usefulness of blind and non-blind al-
gorithms for this type of applications. A surpris-
ingly high number of watermarks may be embed-
ded using both approaches, provided that addi-
tional data is recorded in the non-blind case.

1 INTRODUCTION

Watermarking [2] has been proposed as a generic tech-
nique to solve various problems associated with topcis
in the areas of digital rights management (DRM) and
multimedia security [3]. According to the respective ap-
plications, watermarking technology exhibits significantly
different properties, e.g. with respect to robustness (as
required for ownership claims) or fragility (as required
for integrity investigations). Whereas watermarking has
evolved to a mature technology in the last decade, several
issues remain to be solved until large scale deployment is
to be expected. Multiple watermarking is one of those
issues.

Mintzer et al. [6] discuss three types of watermark-
ing applications in the context of multiple watermarking
and identify different ways how to employ and to inter-
pret multiple watermarking. Multiple watermarks can be
used to address multiple applications or one application
may be addressed several times. For example, a first wa-
termark can be used to embed ownership information, a
second one for integrity verification, and a third one for
captioning. On the other hand, there can be multiple
copyright watermarks, multiple verification watermarks,
or multiple watermarks for multiple captions.

Focussing on the way how single watermarking tech-
niques are actually fused into multiple watermarking
schemes, Sheppard et al. [7] distinguish three main cate-
gories of multiple watermarking techniques:

1. Composite watermarking: All watermarks are com-
bined into a single watermark which is subsequently
embedded in one single embedding step.
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2. Segmented watermarking: The host data is parti-
tioned into disjoint segments and each watermark is
embedded into its specific share.

3. Successive watermarking: Watermarks are embed-
ded one after the other. This approach is also de-
noted Re-watermarking in literature.

In this work, we focus on multiple re-watermarking
using robust embedding techniques. In Section 2 we
will identify the technological requirements for our tar-
get application scenario and we will discuss multiple
re-watermarking techniques with emphasis on the dif-
ferences when using blind or non-blind detection algo-
rithms. Corresponding re-watermarking experiments are
described in Section 3 and Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 MULTIPLE RE-WATERMARKING

The embedding of unique watermarks for receiver identi-
fication is called fingerprinting. In case a cover medium
is sold, it may be of interest that information concerning
both, the original owner and the recipient, are embedded.
In case re-selling occurs, each time the cover medium is
sold the corresponding informations can be embedded us-
ing watermarking technology. In this case we can trace
back the way of the cover medium to its origin and are
able to reconstruct the entire trading chain. We want to
support this scenario with multiple watermarking tech-
nology. Fingerprinting solves the question what to em-
bed but not how to embed it.

Composite watermarking is not very useful in this sce-
nario since all watermarks to be embedded have to be
present prior to embedding to generate the one single
composite mark. Segmented watermarking suffers from
the fact that at least the approximate number of water-
marks to be embedded needs to be known in advance. Ad-
ditionally, the techniques developed so far are restricted
in terms of the number of marks that can be embedded.
Therefore, successive or re-watermarking seems to be the
most promising approach for our target scenario. Obvi-
ously, all watermarks embedded serve the same purpose
so the multiple applications case does not apply.

Shieh et al. [8] propose a successive watermarking
scheme where the first mark is embedded in a vector
quantization domain whereas the second watermarking
scheme operates in the middle DCT frequency band. This
approach is suited in principle for our scenario, but it
is restricted to two watermarks in the described setting



and it is problematic in general due to the limited num-
ber of different watermarking domains available. Shep-
pard et al. [7] employ a blind spatial domain algorithm
and a non-blind DCT domain algorithm for multiple re-
watermarking by simply embedding different marks suc-
cessively. They report good performance in the first
case and decreasing watermark correlations in the second
case. We will investigate the behaviour of blind and non-
blind algorithms in the re-watermarking scenario more
thouroughly in the following.

Fig. 1 vizualizes our target scenario. We embed three
marks (A,B,C) successively into the image I using some
embedding technique ⊕. After inserting the marks, we
result in the respectively marked images IA, IA,B , and
IA,B,C .
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Figure 1: Multiple Re-Watermarking scenario.

Detection of a watermark W in the eventually marked
image I ′ in case of a non-blind algorithm works as follows:

DW (I, I ′) = K(I − I ′,W )

where K computes a correllation-type similarity measure.
In case of a blind algorithm no original image I is in-
volved:

DW (I ′) = K(I ′,W )

In the multi re-watermarking scenario I ′ = IA,B,C . In
case of a non-blind algorithm the “original” image (i.e.
the image before the watermark was embedded) is re-
quired for detecting the mark. In case of multiple re-
watermarking only for detection of the mark A the origi-
nal image I is the correct reference original before wa-
termark embedding. For example, for detecting mark
C, image IA,B is the required reference image. This im-
mediately reveals an instrinsic disadvantage of non-blind
schemes when used in our scenario: in addition to the
embedded watermarks also the original reference images
before mark embedding have to be recoreded and kept for
a later detection process (which is much more demanding
in terms of storage capacity of course).

Detection of the marks A,B,C is facilitated as follows:

DC = K(IA,B − IA,B,C , C) = K(f(C), C)
DB = K(IA − IA,B,C , B) = K(f(BC), B)
DA = K(I − IA,B,C , A) = K(f(ABC), A)

where f(ABC) is an expression involving the water-
marks A,B,C only. Clearly, we expect the detection re-
sult of C to be superior to that of A (and to be equivalent
to the value of single embedding using the same tech-
nique) since the additional watermarks involved in the

correlation computation of A and B will simply act as
noise. The more watermarks are involved, the lower the
amount of correlation is expected to be. In case the orig-
inal image I is used to detect e.g. mark C, we result in
DC = K(I − IA,B,C , C) = K(f(I,A, B,C), C) where the
expression f(I,A, B,C) results from the fact that an in-
correct reference image is used in the detection process.
No significant correlation is to be expected, except for
mark A where the original image I is indeed the correct
reference.

In case of a blind algorithm, the detection of the marks
A,B,C is facilitated as follows:

DC = K(IA,B,C , C) = K(f(I,A, B, C), C)
DB = K(IA,B,C , B) = K(f(I,A, B,C), B)
DA = K(IA,B,C , A) = K(f(I,A, B, C), A)

Note that contrasting to the non-blind case the ex-
pressions of the type K(f(I,A, B, C), C) should result
in reasonable correlation values due to the blind algo-
rithm design principles provided that the watermarks do
not interfer severely with each other. Those expressions
should be almost identical for all three marks A,B,C
(note that this contrasts to the non-blind case where we
expect a decrease in correlation). However, the values are
expected to be lower compared to single watermark em-
bedding since K(f(I,A, B, C), A) ≤ K(f(I,A), A) due
to watermark interference.

In the following section we will try to experimentally
validate our observations.

3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

3.1 Settings and Methods

For our experiments we have chosen the well known im-
age “Lena” with the size of 512 × 512 pixels and 8 bpp as
host image for watermark embedding. We have used the
Watermarking Toolbox 1 developed by Peter Meerwald
for watermark embedding and detection, unless denoted
otherwise all embeddings have been done with the de-
fault settings of the implementation using an embedding
strength to result in a final host image PSNR of 38dB
(containing all embedded watermarks). Non-blind tech-
niques are operated either with original image I or with
correct reference images (IA,B etc.) in the detection pro-
cess. While experiments have been conducted with all
available algorithms, only results corresponding to three
selected schemes are reported here (since the remaining
results correspond well to those presented):

1. Wang et al. [9]: a non-blind, wavelet-based spread-
spectrum technique which embeds into the signifi-
cant middle and high frequency coefficients.

1http://www.cosy.sbg.ac.at/∼pmeerw/Watermarking/source/



2. Corvi et al. [1]: a non-blind, wavelet-based spread-
spectrum technique which embeds into the signifi-
cant low and middle frequency coefficients.

3. Koch et al. [5]: a blind, 8×8 pixel block DCT-based
quantization technique which embeds into randomly
chosen blocks.

The three algorithms exibit watermark detection cor-
relation values of 1.0, 0.95, and 0.8 respectively. Note
that the only blind algorithm delivers the lowest peak
correlation value.

3.2 Results

The following result graphs have to be read as follows: n
watermarks have been embedded and 200− n or 100− n
randomly generated plus the actually embedded n marks
are fed into the detection process. The positions of the
truly embedded marks are indicated by n vertical lines,
the mark at the rightmost position has been embedded
as the last mark (i.e. it corresponds to mark C in Fig.
1), all other indicated positions are ordered in time in the
same manner.

Fig. 2 shows the results of the Wang algorithm. When
employing the correct reference images in detection the
rightmost response – corresponding to the last mark em-
bedded – is the highest (see Fig. 2.a) exhibiting a similar
correlation value as compared to single marking. Wa-
termarks further left in the plot (embedded at an ear-
lier stage) show decreasing correlation values. Note that
this exactly matches the prediction in the last section.
When using the original image in the detection process –
Fig. 2.b – only the first mark embedded is detected, at a
significantly lower correlation value as compared to single
detection.

(a) Correct reference
used

(b) Original image used

Figure 2: Wang algorithm detection response 3 WMs em-
bedded (non-blind vs. blind detection).

Fig. 3 shows that a large number of watermarks may
be embedded using this approach – still the 40 highest
correlation values of the determined 200 correspond to
the 40 embedded marks (Fig. 3.a). Fig. 3.b shows that
even a certain amount of robustness is retained – under
JPEG compression at quality 60% still all 40 embedded
marks can be detected when setting the decision threshold
accordingly.

(a) Correct reference
used

(b) JPEG compression

Figure 3: Wang algorithm detection response 40 WMs
embedded (correct reference used in detection).

Fig. 4.a displays the image with all watermarks embed-
ded corresponding to the results in Fig. 3.a. Almost no
quality degradation is visible.

(a) Wang, 40WM, 38.4
dB

(b) Koch, 33WM, 38.4
dB

Figure 4: Visual quality of images with a large number
of watermarks embedded.

Fig. 5 covers the same situation for the Corvi algorithm
as Fig. 2 does for the Wang algorithm. The results when
the correct reference images are used are in perfect ac-
cordance (Fig. 5.a), whereas they are not in the case the
original image is used in the detection process (Fig. 5.b).
Here the Corvi algorithm does not behave as predicted
and is able to detect all three embedded marks with al-
most equal correlation values, contrasting also to the re-
sults of the Wang algorithm. In the case of the Wang
algorithm the most significant wavelet coefficients (ac-
cording to their magnitude) are manipulated – by chang-
ing the value of these coefficients the set of significant
coefficients is different each time a mark gets inserted,
therefore the watermark detection process loses synchro-
nization since it is not clear which coefficients have been
significant at the time of embedding the mark. In ad-
dition to that, the watermarks interfer with each other,
since often the same coefficients are selected and simply
re-marked, which leads to a more or less severe overwrit-
ing of the previously embedded information. The Corvi
algorithm on the other hand manipulates all approxima-
tion subband coefficients after a three level decomposition
– consequently, the synchronization problem does not oc-
cur. The reduction in correlation as compared to the sin-



gle watermarking case is due to watermark interference
similar to the Wang algorithm case.

(a) Correct reference
used

(b) Original image used

Figure 5: Corvi algorithm detection response 3 WMs em-
bedded (non-blind vs. blind detection).

Fig. 6.a increases the number of watermarks embedded
using the Corvi algorithm to 6 (only the original is used
for detection). While the absolute detection correlation
again drops significantly as compared to the case shown
in Fig. 5.b with 3 embedded marks, the values are con-
sistently above those of the random marks and they do
not depend on the embedding order. However, it is clear
that the number of marks that can be detected using the
approach with the original image only cannot be further
increased reliably, whereas a much higher number can be
embedded if the correct reference images are employed.

(a) Corvi with origi-
nal used in detection, 6
WMs

(b) Koch algorithm,
3WM

Figure 6: Algorithm detection response 6 and 3 WMs
embedded (blind detection mode).

Fig. 6.b shows the result of the Koch algorithm. The
correlation values are significantly below those of single
watermark detection, but they do not depend on the em-
bedding order as predicted for blind algorithms in the last
section. The algorithm-specific reason for the reduced
correlation values as compared to single marking is that
the sets of blocks used to embed the different marks are
not disjoint so that some blocks are marked repeatedly
which degrades correlation. As the final test, we increase
the number of marks embedded by the Koch algorithm
and we subject the marked image to JPEG compression.
Fig. 7.a shows that the 33 highest correlation values of the
determined 200 correspond to the 33 embedded marks.
The absolute correlation values are lower as compared to
the case of embedding 3 marks, but not as pronounced as
for the Corvi algorithm (compare Figs. 5.b and 6.a). Note

also that very low correlation values as occurring in the
case of the Wang algorithm when embedding 33 water-
maks (compare Fig. 3.a) do not show up. Fig.4.b shows
the image containing all 33 watermarks corresponding to
the results in Fig. 7.a. Some local distortions on a block
basis are visible, especially close to dominant edges.

(a) 33 marks embedded (b) JPEG compression

Figure 7: Koch algorithm detection response 33 WMs
embedded (blind detection).

Moderate JPEG compression however (quality at 60%)
is not tolerated in this setting as displayed in Fig. 7.b. It
is no longer true that the 33 highest correlation values of
the determined 200 ones correspond to the 33 embedded
marks. On the one hand this may be due to the lower
robustness of blind algorithms in general (compare the
small impact of JPEG compression on the Wang algo-
rithm with 40 marks embedded – Fig. 3.b), on the other
hand the embedding domain of the Koch algorithm ex-
actly matches the compression domain of JPEG, which is
known to be contraproductive for watermark robustness
[4].

The non-blind Wang and the blind Koch algorithms
have found to behave exactly as predicted in the multi-
ple re-watermarking scenario. The non-blind Corvi algo-
rithm behaves as predicted when used with correct refer-
ence images but may be also operated in a blind fashion
using the original image in the detection process. In this
case it behaves like a blind algorithm, however the num-
ber of marks that can be embedded is low. This interest-
ing property of this algorithm is due to the absence of the
synchronization problem as observed in other algorithms.

4 CONCLUSION

The use of classical single watermarking schemes in a
multiple re-watermarking scenario is discussed. We have
found that non-blind as well as blind algorithms may be
employed for that purpose provided that correct refer-
ence image data is recorded and stored for the non-blind
algorithms. A surprisingly large number of different wa-
termarks may be detected and also robustness is main-
tained to a certain extent using this approach, however,
detection correlation drops for an increasing number of
embedded marks which limits scalabilty to long trading
chains.
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